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Challenges and Solutions

Background
The UK Biobank is a rich dataset
from 500,000 participants and
contains phenotypic data types
such as participant questionnaires
and HER-derived data, genomic,
biomarkers, and imaging data. It is
a live dataset that is regularly
updated in real-time throughout the
year. As a result, data that is not
readily amenable for analysis, or
consumption accumulates in size. •
•
A curation step is required to
harmonize incoming data to make •
it available for downstream data
•
analysis.
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502,600 subjects
3,390 variable fields
Longitudinal data
16,000 data fields

Inconsistent data at multiple instances

Creation of harmonization rules

Categorical values in “continuous” and
“integer” fields

Conversion of categorical values to
numerical

“Free text” categorical values; different
dictionaries for similar concepts

Application of uniform ontologies

Underpowered cohorts

Algorithmic derivation of new, enriched
and scientifically relevant phenotypes

Phenotype Harmonization
Around 100 harmonization rules have been proposed:
– Conversion of years (of events) into subject age, replacement of “ongoing
data” by actual values of age or year
– replacement of categorical values in “Continuous” or “Integer” data fields
by relevant numeric values
– harmonization of discrepancies in subjects’ answers at multiple visits when an answer implies a single answer
– define and harmonize data where subject’s answer at the last visit
(instance) has most recent information
– identify data fields and subjects with values outside coding files, make
appropriate curation decisions

Mapping of Ontologies
and diseases – ICD10
Operative procedures – SNOMED CT
Drugs and medications – RXNORM, MeSH
– Indication-based drugs classification - MeSH
Diagnoses

example: value -999 “All my life/as long as I can remember” to
convert into Age of subject at the time of answering the questionnaire

 Solution

Enrichment of Cohorts

Example of Results
Treatment/medication code mapping to ontologies

Cohorts enrichment

Enriched Cohorts
By combining multiple diagnostic codes from different fields,
you can increase the size of disease cohorts. This increase
in size will add power to statistics for downstream analysis.

